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THE HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY

The H, L, I, fought in Sicily with the fomation which landed near Cassibile

and captured Syracuse on the evening of July 10.

The Highland Light Infantry have a long and glorious record of overseas

service during the present war. In Egypt at the outbreak of hostilities they

fought with an Indian Division in the Eritrean campaign and took a great part
in the first major victory over the Italians at Keren and Ambala Alagi,

The regiment served in Cyprus for some months before joining the 8th army.

In the Western Desert they were conspicuous in the ferocious fighting at the

Tamara in June 1942. battalion of the Highland Light Infantry was given the

task on June 3 of advancing to deal with energy tanks in the area and thus capture

Bir Tamar, a pile of stones masking a well, and Eluet el Tamar, a barren pro-

minence overlooking sand, scrub and stone desert on the northern ,tip of the

Cauldron, It had been hoped to reinforce the attack with armour but this had

had to be used in another task, and when the Tamars had been taken the Highland

Light Infantry found themselves attacked by a number of German tanks, later

supported by lorried infantry, with fewweapons to oppose them other than small

arms fire as the artillery was engaged elsewhere* The Highland Light Infantry

fought with unsurpassed valour, holding their positions until enemy tanks had

actually overrun one company. The leading tanks halted in the middle of the

platoon area and proceeded methodically to pick off the men of the Highland

Light Infantry dispersed on all sides. The men fought back and claimed two

tanks as victims, and it was not until very heavy casualties had been caused that

both forward companies, heavily depleted in numbers, 'were withdrawn to battalion

headquarters. Later, under heavy artillery and machine gun fire, the Highland

Light Infantry withdrew in perfect order across 2000 yards which separated them

from the shelter of a slight ridge behind which the Support Group Box lay. It

had fought violently against heavy odds, taken a heavy tell of the enemy and

given a magnificent account of itself. The battalion later played its part

in the fighting withdrawal to El Alamein

During the campaign in France in the summer of 1940 several units of the

Highland Light Infantry were in action, A battalion of the regiment was among

the troops who embarked to join the B. E, F. after Dunkirk, reaching Cherbourg

on 8th June. They later joined Norman Force and returned to this country from

Cherbourg on 17th June,

The Highland Light Infantry has an old and glorious record. They took

part in the siege of Gibraltar, 1780-83, and their list of battle honours is

particularly rich in names of victories won in India, Few regiments have a

more impressive record in the peninsula Campaign and they fought at Waterloo with

great distinction.

The Regiment has a long experience in Africa, one of their earlier battle

honours being the Cape of Good Hope, 1806, while ethers are South Africa 1831-2-3,

Tel el Kabir, Egypt 1882, Dodder River, South Africa 1889~1902,

Their 26 battalions in the Great War served in Gallipoli, Egypt, Palestine,

Macedonia and Archangel
,

as well as on the Western Front, They fought at Ypres

in the great battles of 1914- 'l5, 'l7 and ’l8, and one of their most glorious

exploits was the storming of Beaumont Hammel on the Somme.
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